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冷却剂温度混合模拟试验
王大中 挑梅生 蒋志强

高植瑛 佟允宪

(清华大学核能技术设计研究院，北京)

摘要

为了研究冷却剂在具有环形堆芯的 350MW 球床模块式高温气

冷堆堆底流道中的温度混合性能，在 1 : 3. 7 的相似模拟试验台架土

进行了模拟试验研究。文中描述了相以试验台架和试验情况，并给出

了主要 -if验结果。试验结果表明，堆底流道结构设计具有很好的冷却

刑温支混合功能，可使环形球床高温出口冷却剂在进入蒸汽发生器

之前，其温差减小到尤许值以下。



A SIMULATING TEST OF COOLANT

TEMPERATURE MIXING

Wang Dazhong Yao Meisheng Jiang Zhiqiang

Gao Zuying Tong Yunxian

(INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGY ,

TSINGHUA UNIVERSITY , BEIJING)

ABSTRACT

In order to investigate the performance of gas c∞lant temperature mixing in

the outlet of a 350 MW HTR-Module with annular pebble bed core , a simulating

test has been completed in a 1 : 3. 7 an <l logical simulating test model. The test

model and main test results are described in this paper. The results show that the

叫ructure of outlet c∞lant channel has go<对 function of c∞lant temperature mix

ing. It can reduce the temperature deviation of outlet c∞lant of the annular pebble

bed core to the allowance before the coolant enters into steam genera且or.
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INTRODUCfION

ηle HfR-Module is a pe协Ie bed high temperature 回sα泊led reactor. The ∞mbi

nation of standardized module units can supply r，吨uired pow町 rating.

τbe reactor ∞re and steam generator are installed in two separated ferritic steel

prωsure VI岱sels which are arranged in 画de by side and ∞nnected via a horizontal α>ax.i

al hot gas/，∞，Id 回s duct. In 创del' to enhance the ecnomic COlηpetition. a design study

of raising the thenna! output of HTR-Module fr，佣1 200 MWt to 350 肌饥的. baSCXI on

an annular pe出lIe bed core d国gnwi由 a central graphite s肉ere zone. has been 臼rried

out. The c∞lant channel arrangment in the bottom refl四:or is one of the problems to

be solved.

4-1101 Gas 队Jel ，

S-Hot OilS Plenum.
6-Fuel Element

aseharge Pipe.

]-AMular Core I

2-Central Graphite
Sphere Zone I

3-1loI阳n Hell副耐'

Reactor c∞lant • helium.

flov,'s downward through the

pebble bed core. gα:s into the hot

gas collector via many small ver

tiC<l1 bores. from which it 归sscs

to the hot 回s plenum via the cir

cular channels. The hot 斟S

plenum. showing in Fig. I is a

c∞lant 阳ssage including 24 ra

dial channels and a circular rect

angular plenum in the bottom re

flector designed for c∞lant tem

perature mi且ing. After passing

hot 回s duct(HGP). the coolant

sα:s into the st臼m generator. Fig. 1 Profile of the Bottom Structure of HTN.-350 Core
The design study shows that

there would be a 缸~ioLLC; α刀lant

radial temperature deviation up

to about 500·C at the exit of ~he

I咒bble 以对∞re during operation.

bccau:，、 of no heat gencration in the cold central graphite sphere zone. The radial

l 伽，Iant tcm严ratare profile at: the 创t of theμbble bed during full powcr 咿剧。n

: shows in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Radial Coolant Ten耳)(:T31ure Profile at the Eλit of

the Core During Full Power Operation

In order to guarantee the tcchni臼I feasibility and operational 臼fety of the stearn

generator , the c∞lant temperature deviation must i:>e reduced t时fore it reaches the

steam generator.τbe reduction of c∞lant temperature deviation is realized by 飞 cry

strong iater-cωlant energy and momentum exchan即 formed mainly in the outlet

cωlant channel and the hot gas duct.

It is difficult to analyzc the efficiency of the c∞lant temperature mixing by nu

mcrical method because of the complicated geometry of the C∞lant channel structure

and hi由 turbulence. A simulating tcst was , thereCor , performed on a tcst model con

structed Cor demonstrating theα)Olant temperature mixing property in the outlet 0<∞lant

channel and ira the hot gas duet.

1 SIMILARITY T因T MODEL

An analogi臼I simulating test moclcl was set up on the basis of similarity princi

pIes. In order to transfer the results from moclel to reactor conditions th∞，rctically the

following similarity requirmcnts arc met:

1. 1 Geometrical similarity

A 0.27-部ail: pers庐且 mood ofα)()Iant channel with I. 2 m in diameter was se

lected according to test condition革 and measurement requirements. The relatedωmplex

geometries are all involved when the similarity moclcI was designed and constructed.

1. 2 SimUarlty parameters

1. 2. 1 Reynolds number

http://Ex.il


The flow r唱ime is tnsically d岳阳ibl划 by the Reynolds number. A turbulent flow

similarity 臼n be assur咀 if the Reynolds number on the me由I cor咀ition is equivalent to

the reactor COl咀iti，∞. Since the channels from 由e ∞，re bottom to the hot gas plenum

have 阳nplex gee:泪lCtry.也e Reynolds number in the hot胆 duct is taken as the refer

enceαIe.

1. 2. 2 Prandtl nun埠ICC

τneh国t transfer is important in the ex严rimcnts.四Ie thermo-hydraulic pr叩~r

tics of J1e test medium are represented by prandll number. Air was selected as the tcst

medium for its∞nvenience of at:陆ration. A heat similarity between model and reactor

can be assured by the similarity of prandtl number. as shown in the Table 1.

Table I 阶opcrtics of "e in I rIR-350 田叫 air in m:曲'

' T
""' -- mta hMe'"认1m

(W':t) (·C) [kg/(s • mJ] I [W!(m. k)] 【υ/(kg·K)]

Air 0.1 50 ]. 9Gx 10•| 2.80XIO-' 1.01

lie I 5.5 I 750 4.55XI0•| 0.356 5.20 10.67

1. 2. 3 Mach number

TIle compressibility of a fluid is described by the Mach number , The l\bt'h nUJTI

b"r iδtaken from the hot gas duct where the gas flows at the highcst velocity. The corn

prcssibility of the mediums will be insignificant if the value of Mach number is less than

O. 3. Unfortunately , the Mach number for modd exceeds the limitativc 、(alue of 0.3

on the condition of full L叫d Reynolds number , as given in Table 2 , and this would in

fluence the transferability of the tcst rcsults frem model to reactor conditions. SO the

、'alue of Reynolds number must be \I皿 than the value under 43 %I咀d ， at which the

ωrrω;ponding Mach number for model is the limitative value of O. 3. The tcst 臼nhe

I町formed under the ∞nditions of lower Reynolds number and then the tcst rωults may

bee且trapolatcd to the fulll咀d Reynolds unmber , 3. 11X 10' , if the value of Reynolds

number is large enough( Re >> 11)4).

The Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the tcst n回'el and the tcst system res庐ctively. A sim

plifirati∞， using two branch flows , hot andω，Id flow to simulate the flow with radial

lcrnp<:ra llJ rll profile at the irllct of th巳 hot 回s plenum , was ad叩，ted and its influence on

the tc.<;t rcsults is ∞nscrvativc.τbe upper of the t臼t model is the hot gas plenum ,
which stands upside-down for the convenienωof the tcst system arrangmcnt. The air

driven by blowers flows into 阳 t~t model through two branchs , one of which has a

heater. The flow ratc ratio of one qranch to another depends on the value 阮tween cor-
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responding two zones of 阳 reactorα:Ire. The hot 缸咀 the cold 副r is res归回ive1y intro

duccd into a ring and a circular chambers \IIi柑charedc瑶gnc划 as251眩目hing但etion and

are intended to ensure that 也.e air str回1m into 吐Ie hot gas plenum at a constant spc咀.

Ta:.e 2 Data fOl' n:K伽.......蝇d

ItaII R国dGI" Madd

5.* 01 回国挝 I: :!.7

T町~回可E 叫C

750 50
(mean)

句回回n prasure MP. 5. 5 0.1

lklali四mISS flow 100 100 43 15.4
rale %
MISS fI侧目Ie k&/s 134.7 17.4 7.83 2.68

Velocity. HGD m/s 66.7 252 108 38.89

Mach No. .IIGD 0.035 0.7 0.3 0.11

Rc)'I'田Ids No. • 1I0D 3.77XI0' 3. 17XIO· I. 62X 10" 5.8XIOS

Fig. 3 Diagram of the Test System

). TI四 M面lei;

3.IIeaI.r,
5. 四。w町'

2. 节1町mocoupl田F

4. vonex Flowπ回町'

6. Valve.

In the hot 回s plenum the gas Clows out radially along 24 radial channels and then

into the 阳ular rcc刷刷lar plenum where two flo·明 are mixed sufficiently , ~nd then

enter the hot gas duet. After passing through the hot gl:臼 duet ， it exhausts to environ

ment.



A-A

Fig. .. Crass-Sect阳盟J Profile of the Test M<创划

2 INSTRUMENTATION AND TFSTS

rIow rate. temperature. pr邸ure and differential 萨克;sure are measured. Aow

r:ltcs arc measured by two vortex flo\\mcters which arc installed in the outlet of each

b!o飞\'~r (Fig. 3). Tern庐ratur凶 are detect叫 at the inlet cross section of the hot gas

plenu口1 with 8 thermωouples. At three cross sections in the circular rectangular

pIcηurn. coch with 3 X 8= 21 thermocouples are used for measuring the tempcratur.:

rrofl[es. and at the t吨inning and the end cross s∞tions ， D and E. (Fig. 3 and Fig. '1)

of the hot gas duct r岱pcctivcly with 25 and 49 thermocoupl凶， which arc aimed to de

t<:ct temperature deviation. Pr臼sure and differential pressure are measured using pres

sure and differential pressure transmitters for hot gas plenum and hot 胆s duct.

A data acquisition system is ∞mpe:四d of multichannel data acquisition modules

and a microcomputer.

The t臼，Is were conducted aαording to the following prα咒~urcs. At first , the flow

rate of the two bri'nch flows are set up with a fixed ratio by regulating the valve opcn

i吨. Heating the gas flow of the hot branch , the maximum temperature difference bc

tw∞n ∞，ld and hot flow is about 50·C. The required tω，t data are a呵uired by the data

acquisition system. Varying the total flow rate, the test is reμated again.

3 TFST R因1月JTS

The results of the tern庐rature mixing tests are expre跑到:I by the nondimensional

temperature mixing degree( T.MD). The TAID is defined 翻 follows:

(6,Tt)_.
TMD= [1-亏fEMT00% 〈 I)
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where 6 Tia is the temperature difference be茸W回nthe tK吨 andωId air at the Wet of

the model hot 醉S1地enum. (6 T;)皿 is tJ黯 maximum temperature difference of the air

at the t臼nperature measuri咆 αωs section. No mixing is taken pia臼 at TJID = 0 0. e.

the maxi.m.m ,;;mpcrature diU自由.ce at the tem庐晴tare m臼suring cr~ 优etion is sam:::

as at the inlet of the hot 回s pIen田n) al咀 at T!tfD = 1 (6 T; =的. there is no dc

tcetai>le tem阳西ture difference at阳 temperatureme阻Iring cr幽但eli俑. i. e. an op-
timum mixing has been ot现aiood.
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lhe test results show that thc temperature mixing d唱rcc of ovcr 85% (Fig. 5) at

the cxit of hut 回s plenum0. c. inlet of thc hot 回s duet)and more than 97%at the exit

of hot 回s duct are reached. Within the range of Reynolds number from 1 X 1Os to 5. 8

X 10; , the nor.dimcnsional temperature mixing degree oovio\L<;ly trend:. toward stabi

lization as the Reynolds number increases (Fig. 的.ηlis result can be 叫sily extrapola

ted to the real operational ∞ndition of 350 MW HTR-M<XIule with a range of higher

Reynold!哩 number. Theωtlet (;∞，Iant channel structure in theωrc bolton, reflector and

the h悦目s duct 萨黯销部:s very eff，ωtive function of c∞，Iant temperaturs mixing. The

outlet α而，Iant temperature deviation of 350 MW HTR-M<XIule 臼n be rcduαXI to al

Iowan臼 before theαXllant r咀ches the 悦目m generator.

ηIe flow resistance property of the model was also investigated in the test. 币Ie re

suIts of the model experiment arc illustrated in Fig. 7, where the zeta value , pressure

drop coefficient , was plotted as a function of tJ1e Reynold'l number in cU'itomary di

mcnsi∞less form. The leta value of 3.2 臼n be extrapolated to the conditions of 350

MW lITR-M<XIulc.

R
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